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Abstract: Automation can be defined as a technique that can make any process, any equipment or any system to operate by
themselves automatically. Automation gives advantages to and for all intents and purposes in almost every industry. Smart homes
or Domotics can be characterized under automation technology where almost all home appliances are controlled by remote control.
In this paper, a review of present and rising home automation technologies are examined.
Index Terms— Automation, Home Automation, Smart Home, Domotics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automation assumes to be a logically crucial job in the
worldwide economy and in day by day expertise.
Specialists attempt to consolidate machine-driven gadgets
with numerical and structural devices to make
confounded frameworks for an expediently expanding
applications and human activities. Still a few jobs for
people in mechanical procedures lay beyond automation.
Automation has had a remarkable effect amid a wide
choice of very noticeable ventures. At that point, the
present telephone operators can be supplanted to a great
extent via automated phone switchboards and responsive
machines.
In the course of recent years, the home has been a
battleground for thoughts of future living. Powered by the
charge of urban communities, the move from the rural to
urban areas, post-war recuperation and the improvement
of the web, the manner in which we live at home (alone or
with others) has changed to the point of being
indistinguishable. Sci-fi composing, media outlets,
craftsmanship, and current inside plan and engineering
developments have likewise added to characterizing our
yearnings around a future and now progressively present
and conceivable 'smart' home. Smarter Homes takes a
look at the numerous new and creative items that are
being created in the shopper and mechanical spaces with a
duplicate glue outlook dependent on following bigger
organizations, for example, Amazon, Google and Apple.
While smart homes are relied upon to assume critical jobs
in the future, but as of now, domotics is still in its initial
stage, attempting to achieve major adoption by the
consumer. Demand is as yet constrained as existing
functionalities are for the most part limited to stand alone
gadgets, including multifaceted nature as opposed to ease

of use. Therefore, makers continue to make their own
eco-frameworks, barring other hard-and programming
suppliers, rather than concentrating on progressively allencompassing client requests. Thus, communication
within smart home gadgets is clumsy and non-normal and
is typically restricted to a lot of highlights characterized
by the producers. The objective of our investigation was
in this way to highlight and further investigate this barrier
between clients' view of brilliant home innovation and
what the market right now offers.
II. HOME AUTOMATION OR DOMOTICS
Home automation or Domotics (from the Latin "Domus"
which means home) can likewise be alluded to as a Smart
Home. A smart home is a living arrangement that utilizes
Internet-associated gadgets to empower the remote
checking and the board of machines and frameworks, for
example, lighting and warming. Smart home technology
gives homeowners security, solace, accommodation and
vitality proficiency by enabling them to control smart
gadgets, regularly by a smart home application on their
cell phone or other organized gadget. A piece of the
internet of things (IoT), smart home frameworks and
gadgets frequently work together, sharing customer
utilization information among themselves and robotizing
activities dependent on the homeowners' inclinations.
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A. Features of Home Automation
The capacity to deal with your home's electronic
frameworks from one fundamental control framework can
make your household run smoother, feel much improved
and spare energy. Most custom home automation
frameworks can be customized by an expert to give every
one of the advantages you want, however, there are some
key highlights that will make the activity less demanding
and your association with your system increasingly
agreeable.
• Interoperability: The magnificence of a automation
framework is its capacity to integrate various
electronic gadgets so they can execute as one unit.
Getting these gadgets to work firmly can be
straightforward or complex, contingent upon the
"transparency" of the automation framework. The
more open a framework is, the simpler it will be for
the lights, indoor regulators, sound/video gear,
security gadgets, mechanized shades and different
hardware to speak with one another.
• Remote Access : Automation is tied in with having
the capacity to control things in your home. As a
general rule, plans change when you're not at home,
so having the capacity to convey those progressions
to your home automation framework remotely is a
standout amongst the most worshipped highlights of
a Domotics. Remote access capacities enable you to
screen your home's condition and change the settings
of the lights, indoor regulators and another rigging if
fundamental all from your laptop, cell phone or
iTouch.
• Expandability: Innovation will keep on developing,
presenting a totally new age of items to the
commercial center. Hence, it's imperative that a
home automation framework can be effectively
extended vertically to fuse extra items and on a level
plane to help extra rooms.

Fig 2: Features of Home Automation
• Upgradeability: The software is the main impetus
of an automation framework. The more modern that
product is, the more the framework can do. As
innovation changes, so should the software.
• Assortment of UIs: There are various distinctive
ways you can control the electronic frameworks in
your home: by pressing buttons of a handheld
remote or divider mounted keypad, by contacting
vivid symbols on a versatile touchpanel or by sliding
your finger over your iTouch.
• Protection: Everybody dependably ponders the end
result for an automated house when the power goes
out. Does the framework overlook how to work the
lights when control is reestablished? On the off
chance that a computerization framework has the
proper back-up assurance, you won't need to stress
over that.
B. Challenges for Home Automation System
Present day innovation gives the capacity to control thirdparty smart gadgets through a solitary interface. This
implies individuals can turn off lights, lock entryways,
turn down indoor regulators and close window blinds at
the push of a catch. This recommends we are drawing
ever nearer to a brought together Internet of Things (IoT).
Definitely, nearby the chances, there are various
difficulties in the area, not least the trouble in getting
shoppers to grasp smart gadgets.
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Fig 3: Challenges for Home Automation
• Reliability: Developers need to have concern
about reliability of automated devices in
comparison to traditional devices. Specifically
problem arises when devices do not function with
same pace at the time of slow network or service
failure. And if above stated issue is not sorted well
in time, then valuation of product on consumers’
ground will be affected each time internet
connection deteriorates or persists some problem.
• Security: With increase in cyber criminal
activities, to gain faith in home automation
security is mandatory for consumers. They need to
be consoled that no unauthorized access will be
able to sneak into their home networks.
Furthermore, traded off IoT gadgets with feeble
security or set-up procedures that enable buyers to
utilize the gadgets with default passwords
unaltered leads to denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks. To stop products fall in prey to spying,
blackmail, DDoS Attacks or worse, solid security
measures must be undertaken necessarily by IoT
vendors. Engineers need to consider arrangements
that constrain default passwords to be changed and
actualize end to end encryption between gadgets.
• Data Collection & Use: Many connected home
products depend on incentives, that are to a limited
extent about new usefulness, and to some extent
about the 'more brilliant' utilization of assets. So as
to accomplish this, information exchange between
the gadgets and servers worked by the service
providers, among gadgets, and to and from the
consumer's cell phone or PC. A large amount of
data collected is 'personal data' inside the
importance of Directive 95/46/EC, and with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) set to

come into power in the EU on 25 May 2018, any
organizations hoping to exploit these open doors
should keep information security at the highest
point of their plans. Regardless of whether the
frameworks are not hacked by noxious outsiders,
clients and customers should be consoled that the
sellers providing these items and administrations
are themselves dependable. Merchants need to see
consistency with information assurance laws as an
esteem differentiator when building up their item
contributions and promoting techniques. Sellers
that neglect to do this will miss out in an
expanding information and protection cognizant
market. Moreover, flopping obviously to advise
shoppers about how their information is gathered,
saved and processed may breach the GDPR and
result in fines of up to €20m or four percent of
worldwide yearly turnover, whichever is higher.
• Digital Transformation & Integration: The
developing 'associated home' implies that many
related professions, for example, locksmith,
warming specialist and circuit tester, need to think
about putting programming at the core of their
organizations and changing themselves into
computerized suppliers to stay aware of the
market. Another factor to consider is
standardization and the capacity to associate with
frameworks/gadgets from different makers.
Having APIs or different norms based network
arrangements that enable gadgets to control/be
constrained by different gadgets can add all
together to the general incentive to the buyer.
• Liability: Answers for smart gadget issues
regularly come as updates and fixes, which aren't
in every case totally dependable. Developers
additionally need to keep hold of that not all
clients will download updates, prompting lagging
behind as gadgets keep on running with older
versions. Creating support challenges for sellers
could leave gadgets more prone to attacks. The
majority of this makes a mind-boggling
circumstance from a product liability viewpoint, as
the gadget being utilized may function differently
to the time when it was bought. By and large,
where producers essentially pursue a distributed
standard for device connection or utilize public
API, liabilities will be less outlined, and sellers
may continue on the supposition that they may
bear a generous piece of the hazard regardless of
whether there are extrinsic factors included.
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• Storage: With advancement in technology day by
day, the challenge for placing or storing
information or files or multimedia related to Home
automation also increases. As now a days CCTV
cameras too opt for high resolution and superior
quality of videos which may simultaneously lead
to requirement of more storage space as size of
files or videos may increase. Few measures for the
same are being considered already i.e. use of cloud
storage and few more technologies.
III. METHODOLOGIES
Nowadays, automated homes are all about security and
living greener. Current examples in home automation join
remote adaptable control, modernized lights, robotized
indoor controller adjustment, booking machines,
compact/email/content alerts, and remote video
perception Sensors are the eyes and ears of the home
framework. There are sensors for a broad assortment of
employments, for instance, estimating temperature,
sogginess, light, liquid, and gas and perceiving
advancement or bustle.
The different methodologies used in DomoticsBLUETOOTH
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Fig 4: Types of Domotics
A. Bluetooth Based HAS(Domotics)
Bluetooth innovation is considered as a standout amongst
the best advances to give a secure start to finish
correspondence
between
gadgets
without
any
complexities. There are numerous sorts of Bluetooth

gadgets that are being utilized in our day by day life. In
these different sorts of Bluetooth gadgets, there are a few
kinds of Bluetooth modules that are intended to control
different apparatuses. These modules depend on a few
particulars dependent on which they play out the tasks
that are identified with it. One of its details is that they
work inside the scope of 45metres and will work at a
2.4GHz recurrence. Utilizing this we are planning a home
automation framework which works with the assistance of
Bluetooth innovation. HC-05 is the Bluetooth module
utilized here. While planning a home automation
framework, we need to consider factors like the client
ought to probably associate with that Bluetooth module
from any gadget he would wish to. He ought to most
likely change the host starting with one gadget then onto
the next gadget and that module should work
appropriately. On showing any mistake or blame, it ought
to be able to analyze it and the framework should begin
working promptly when guidance is given to improve the
idea of remote innovation. FPGA board is utilized here as
it can give high security to our framework.
B. Voice-Recognition based HAS(Domotics)
The equipment design of this framework comprises of
Arduino UNO and cell phone. The remote
correspondence between the cell phone and the Arduino
UNO is done through Bluetooth innovation. Android OS
has a worked in voice perceiving include which is utilized
to build up a cell phone application which can control the
home apparatuses from client voice direction. This
application changes over the client's voice directly into
content, at that point it transmits that instant message to
Bluetooth module HC-05 which is associated with
Arduino UNO. One favorable position of the voicecontrolled home automation framework is that client just
articulates the appliance name in cell phone receiver and
instructing it to turn ON or OFF the machines, along these
lines, the clients can control home machine effectively
with no exertion. A voice acknowledgment application
gave an easy to use interface to clients and it can include
progressively home apparatuses into the framework. This
home mechanization framework can be utilized in each
structure utilizing electrical machines and gadgets. The
fundamental disadvantage of the framework is that it has
a constrained range due to Bluetooth, its range can be
expanded utilizing the web rather than Bluetooth yet this
arrangement won't be savvy. This framework additionally
neglected to work effectively in an uproarious situation.
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C. ZIGBEE based HAS(Domotics)
Zigbee is a remote innovation created by Zigbee alliance
as an open worldwide standard to address the one of a
kind need of minimal effort and power remote sensor
systems. Here, the equipment module incorporates the
advancement of the fundamental controller, sensor hubs
while the product module incorporates Embedded C
programming in a microcontroller. An interface between
the client and the framework is the focal controller. The
89C51 microcontroller is executed as it is the "brain‟ of
the fundamental controller. It has a thirty-two general I/O
port with the clock speed of twenty-four megahertz. This
microcontroller is a CMOS innovation IC that empowers
low power utilization. To get to the fundamental
framework, the client should first key inside the secret
key. This secret phrase might be adjusted as wanted. The
product part comprises of programming 89C51
microcontroller utilizing Embedded C utilizing Keil
μVision. The Graphical User Interface is structured by
utilizing Java. This framework has luring alternatives like
SMS-Email warnings. What's more, as Zigbee is raising
system innovation, remote correspondence standard is
proficient to fulfill such prerequisites. In addition, its
detail depends on IEEE 802.15.4 wireless protocols
ensure total capacity.
D. IoT based HAS(Domotics)
IoT or internet of things is an upcoming innovation that
enables us to control equipment gadgets through the web.
Here we propose to utilize IOT so as to control home
machines, in this way automating present day homes
through the web. This framework utilizes three burdens to
show as house lighting and a fan. Our easy to use
interface enables a client to effectively control these home
apparatuses through the web. For this framework, we
utilize an AVR family microcontroller. This
microcontroller is interfaced with a wifi modem to get
client directions over the web. Likewise, we have an LCD
show to show framework status. Transfers are utilized to
switch loads. The whole framework is fueled by a 12 V
transformer. In the wake of accepting client directions
over the web, microcontroller forms these guidelines to
work for these heaps accordingly and show the
framework status on an LCD show. Therefore this
framework takes into consideration productive home
automation over the internet.
E. GSM based HAS(Domotics)
This goes for a framework enabling the client to control
locally situated appliances through SMS alongside
affirmations. Here client need not switch home machines

on and off physically. Our framework enables the client to
work these gadgets through SMS, additionally, the status
of whether the gadget is exchanged on or not is sent to the
client by means of an arrival SMS. This can be utilized by
local clients and friends clients to work just as check
status of home and friends appliances from anyplace on
the planet.
It is a helpful framework for clients since it enables them
to effortlessly control and screen these machines from
anyplace. A model is that an individual may switch on his
House or office AC 15 minutes before he arrives so he
gets a cool situation when he comes there. The framework
works in an accompanying way, the SMS sent by the
client is gotten by the GSM recipient and after that sent to
an 8051 microcontroller so as to process it. The
microcontroller then enacts the fitting transfer for that
machine and controls it.
F. WI-FI based HAS(Domotics)
An exceptional framework has been proposed which is
actualized with direct Wi-Fi possessing all the necessary
qualities of WLAN 802.11 standard. The framework can
be reached out for appropriate HVAC (warming,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning) frameworks. Android
has been utilized as it is open source. Various distinctive
programming instruments were utilized for the
advancement of the application, for example, Eclipse
Indigo IDK and Android SDK. As the correspondence
interface should be verified proficiently and Wi-Fi
conventions are sufficiently secure to be utilized for such
frameworks. Either the IP address of the Wi-Fi module
can be specifically coded into the application for starting
testing or enable the clients to scan for the gadget, which
turns into an official choice. At that point client can
choose the gadget from a rundown to build up an
association. The fundamental strides for associating with
a Wi-Fi module are the equivalent for the two forms of
the application. When the IP address of the goal is gotten,
at that point client can make an attachment with Wi-Fi
module.
G. LIFI based HAS(Domotics)
Li-Fi uses visible light rather than gigahertz radio waves.
These days roughly 5 million cell phones are transmitted
higher than 600 terabytes of information inconsistently
and right now there are 1.4 billion base stations accessible
that innate more vitality and there ought to be under 5
percent of proficiency, this all clarifies the use of remote
has been accomplished most extreme utility. It is free of
wires and there will be no container introduced as Wi-Fi.
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The information is transmitted through flickering of an
LED which interprets up to 10 Gbps with the assistance of
remote internet. These increases come at five-overlap
travel presently offering fiber optics, Luminous switch is
utilized to get the most extreme increase of this
innovation, that have the ability to produce the double
flags. Li-Fi isn't obvious to eye so it won't ever replace
Wi-Fi, yet it could conquer it pleasantly. It will be
exceptionally simple in our home where each light will go
about as a remote system connects, rather than attempting
to locate the ideal Wi-Fi switch.
SYSTEM

COST

SPEED

Low
High
Bluetooth
Low
High
Voice Recognition
Low
High
Zigbee
High
Slow
GSM
High
Slow
Internet/WI-FI
Low
High
LIFI
Table 1: comparison of different HAS

REAL
TIME
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

H. Mixed Type HAS(Domotics)
By Mixed type home automation we mean that all above
discussed systems also be combined for automating home
appliances and android application can be used as an
interface. GSM, Zigbee, Bluetooth, Voice recognition in
combination can work as a single framework for
achieving Domotics.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper covers overview of Domotics (Home
Automation) of present era. Various cost effective
frameworks with high performance and less complexity
are available for faster Home automation system.
Bluetooth based HAS is flexible but is limited to shorter
area. Voice –Recognition based HAS is most effective for
handicapped people as they can operate appliances by
speech mode. Zigbee technique has low bandwidth but
full remote controlled access over appliances. Whereas
GSM has wastage of bandwidth and monitors the
appliances with text messages (SMS). Iot Based HAS can
only be implemented in presence of internet connection.
Wi-Fi Based systems work great in buildings but for
avoiding radio interference and for high density data
coverage LIFI can be used.
Hence, the future work could be implementation of above
discussed Home Automation Techniques at large scale
such as factories etc.
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